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Rita Gonçalves Pereira
Real Estate Agent RE/MAX Siimgroup (Avenidas Novas)

Coming from a scientific background, Rita brings such traits as

reliability, method and a keen eye for detail into her work – key

features to help every Client assertively and effectively, always with his

best interests in mind.

Her experience in sales and management amplified her soft skills which, in

alignment with diligence and dynamism, work to bring each Client a

high-quality experience, leaving him with no doubt that he is absolutely

central in every step of the way.

Rita lived part of this last decade between Brazil and Spain, immersed

in an enriching multicultural context, surrounded by people from every

corner of the world. This experience has made her appreciative and

knowledgeable about different cultures and nationalities, enabling her to

read cities and their different dynamics and finding the perfect house for

every lifestyle. All this without ever losing her own identity as a lisboeta,

her love for Portugal and the city where she was born and bred, and of

which she has ample knowledge.

Her love of real estate– which budded from her life as an expat, in the●

client perspective– as well as her ability to navigate through different

cultural and socioeconomic realities, gives the Client the assurance he

needs when buying, selling or leasing his new home.

Mother to 2 bilingual pre-teens, Rita speaks fluent Portuguese, English,●

Spanish and French.

Fun fact: Rita is the only kikisake-shi in the country – a saké sommelier

accredited by the Japanese government, though she hasn´t taken up the

profession, using her knowledge to her and her friends advantage.

+351 967 619 792
rita.gpereira@remax.pt

https://www.remax.pt/rita_gpereira?La

ng=en-US
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Training
RE/MAX Training:

Seminário de Iniciação●

RE/MAX Technology●

“Becoming a Top Producing Commercial Listing Broker or Team Course”●

Sales Training●

Advanced Strategies in Real Estate●
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